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WIRING THE BRAIN FOR SUCCESS - RMECC APRIL 17, 2015
(Material from Conscious Discipline® by Dr. Becky Bailey with permission.)

Susan E. Dunn, M Ed Heather Griffith, MSW
Conscious Discipline Certified Instructor Executive Director,  Ph. 970.691.0487
Ph. 303.919.8852 Young People’s Learning Center
susan@beyond.good.us info@youngpeopleslc..com  

UNITE - Get everybody on the same page.
DISENGAGE STRESS - Stress creates 
biochemicals that have the power to shut 
down our prefrontal lobes.
CONNECT - Connections create 
biochemicals that say:”Pay Attention! This is 
good!”  Disconnected children are disruptive.
COMMIT - Commitment primes the brain for 
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E___________

S____________

P____________

S____________
in a social  
setting.

C____________

E___________

S___________

Problem 
Solving

Connection

Safety

Emotional state:
CD-Rom• 
Emotions• 
Memory• 

Executive state:
Create options• 
Choice• 
CEO of brain• 

Survival state:
Defend/attack• 
Survival• 
Arousal• 

“You wanted 
_________.  You may 

not _______, _____ing 
hurts/is not safe.  When 
you want ______ you 
may _____ or _____.  

Which do you choose?”

=PROBLEM SOLVING

“You seem __________.  
Something must have 

happened.”

EMPATHYD

“Your body is 
telling me you 

might be feeling 
_____________.”

“Your _________ 
went like this.”
(Demonstrate) =NOTICING

Conscious Discipline® Brain State Model
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A balanced brain begins with safety
Use the following affi rmation to actively calm when you are stressed. Practice this affi rmation often so that 
your brain can retrieve it when you need it most. Wishing well opens your heart and helps keep you from 
sliding back down into the lower centers of the brain. 

Noticing: Upshift from a survival state
A child in a survival state is only interested in “Am I safe?” Establish safety by becoming the state you want 
your child to become. Then help your child by doing the following: 

Say: “Your (face, fi nger, arm) is going like this.” (Demonstrate)
When the child looks at you, be a S.T.A.R. and wish well. (Download)
You might then say, “There you are!” or, “You’re safe, breathe with me.”

An emotional state responds to empathy and choices
Listen to the language. Is the child asking for information or understanding? 
Emotional behavior is always asking for __________________. 
Empathy teaches children how to regulate themselves and take responsibility for their actions.  
Refl ect what you think the child is feeling. “You seem________.” 

Mirror neurons ensure that the moment someone sees an emotion on your face, 
they will at once sense that same feeling within themselves. – Daniel Stern

I’m safe.I’m safe.
Keep breathing.Keep breathing.
I can handle this.I can handle this.

Breathe.Breathe.
Wish well.Wish well.

Conscious Discipline® Brain State Model

State System Skills we can access

Survival state

Emotional state

Executive state
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When we shift from reacting from the lower centers 

of our brains to responding from the higher centers 

of our brains, it is called _________________.

When we teach others how to shift from reacting 

from their lower centers of their brains to 

responding from the higher centers of their brains, 

it is called ____________________________.

Becoming

AWARE
of your own thoughts and feelings is a

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENT

www.ConsciousDiscipline.com     800-842-2846

Conscious Discipline
Brain State Model

This brain model is for

demonstration purposes

only. It is designed to

help us understand the

relationship between

brain/body states and

our behavior so that we

may consciously

choose to change if we

desire to do so.

This brain model is based on the work of Paul MacLean, Bruce Perry,

Daniel Siegel, Allan Schore, Elkhorn Goldberg and Joseph LeDoux.
58

Executive state

Emotional state

Survival state
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Conscious Discipline
Brain State Model

Survival State

(Brain Stem):
Defend / Attack

Arousal

Emotional

State
(Limbic System):

Seek pleasure

Avoid pain

Memory Attention

Motivation

Integrated,

Executive State

(Prefrontal Lobes):
CEO of brain

Create options

Goal achievement

Choice
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Functions:
• Survival systems

• Modulate states of

arousal

• Unconscious

• Born online

“Am I safe?”

Survival state -
brain stem

Developmental Need:

SAFETY

62
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Survival state skills:
Reaction to threat

Fight

Hit, kick, spit, push

Physical aggression

Flight

Withdraw, hide, run, scream

Surrender

Cry, whine, comply

Give in, give up

HIGH CHALLENGE

LOW THREAT

The optimal state for learning is

 ___________  __________

This optimal learning state allows us to attain: 

Optimal brain development, academic success, 
goal achievement and life happiness.   
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Georgie Porgie
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Gave his friend a big high fi ve!
With his friend he loved to play,
A gift of a smile he gave each day.

Connection is vital
Connections on the outside create neural 
connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
connections are the pathways that can lead us 
from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
   Metacognition, Goal achievement, Task initiation.
The prefrontal lobes are fully developed by age 24.
S.T.A.R. is an acronym for Smile, Take a deep breath, And Relax.
Emotional behavior is always looking for understanding.
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Shubert Books:
An easy way to get started

• Rants and Raves:  Managing emotions

• Shubert is a STAR:  Self-regulation

• Shubert’s New Friend: Empathy

• Shubert Sees the Best: Bully prevention

• Shubert’s BIG Voice: Victim empowerment

• Shubert’s Choice: Empowerment and Self-

esteem

• Shubert’s Helpful Day:  Caring
163

The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
        The Seven Basic Skills of Discipline
        The Seven Powers of Self-Control
        Creating the School Family™

In Orlando, FL at the Hilton Walt Disney Resort.

Two Days to a Better Way 
Conscious Discipline® Workshops

Conscious Discipline® 1 
Summer Institute

by Dr. Becky A. Bailey
illustrated by James Hrkach

Call 1-800-842-2846 or visit 
www.ConsciousDiscipline.com
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)
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Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement  and social play
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Conscious Discipline is a comprehensive self-regulation program that integrates social-emotional
learning, school culture and discipline.  It provides the seven powers of conscious adults to help 
teachers see conflict differently and the seven basic skills of discipline that empower teachers to 
respond to conflict in such a way that instill life skills.
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Presented by Susan Dunn, M.Ed. 

Conscious Discipline® Certified Instructor 

303.919.8852 

Jessica Shields Flowers, M.Ed.        

Conscious Discipline® Certified Instructor 

843.696.9541 

Five Steps of  Baby Doll Circle Time
1.  Transition to getting your baby. . . .2  Beginning awareness. . .  

3.  Connection. . . . 4.  Cuddling and soothing. . . 

5.  Ending and transition to next. . .  
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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50th Anniversary National Head Start Conference
March 29th - April 2, 2015

Washington, D.C.
Susan E. Dunn, Conscious Discipline Certified Instructor

(Material from Conscious Discipline® by Dr. Becky Bailey with permission)
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Georgie Porgie
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Gave his friend a big high fi ve!
With his friend he loved to play,
A gift of a smile he gave each day.

Connection is vital
Connections on the outside create neural 
connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
connections are the pathways that can lead us 
from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
   Metacognition, Goal achievement, Task initiation.
The prefrontal lobes are fully developed by age 24.
S.T.A.R. is an acronym for Smile, Take a deep breath, And Relax.
Emotional behavior is always looking for understanding.

www.ConsciousDiscipline.com     800-842-2846

Shubert Books:
An easy way to get started

• Rants and Raves:  Managing emotions

• Shubert is a STAR:  Self-regulation

• Shubert’s New Friend: Empathy

• Shubert Sees the Best: Bully prevention

• Shubert’s BIG Voice: Victim empowerment

• Shubert’s Choice: Empowerment and Self-

esteem

• Shubert’s Helpful Day:  Caring
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The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
        The Seven Basic Skills of Discipline
        The Seven Powers of Self-Control
        Creating the School Family™

In Orlando, FL at the Hilton Walt Disney Resort.

Two Days to a Better Way 
Conscious Discipline® Workshops

Conscious Discipline® 1 
Summer Institute

by Dr. Becky A. Bailey
illustrated by James Hrkach

Call 1-800-842-2846 or visit 
www.ConsciousDiscipline.com

1-800-842-2846      www.ConsciousDiscipline.com       Becoming Brain Smart® Workshop 
Conscious Discipline® and Brain Smart® are registered trademarks of Loving Guidance
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)
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strengthening attachment, attunement  and social play
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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50th Anniversary National Head Start Conference
March 29th - April 2, 2015

Washington, D.C.
Susan E. Dunn, Conscious Discipline Certified Instructor

(Material from Conscious Discipline® by Dr. Becky Bailey with permission)
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Goals

 

Enhance attachment  
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Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure
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Georgie Porgie
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Gave his friend a big high fi ve!
With his friend he loved to play,
A gift of a smile he gave each day.

Connection is vital
Connections on the outside create neural 
connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
connections are the pathways that can lead us 
from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
   Metacognition, Goal achievement, Task initiation.
The prefrontal lobes are fully developed by age 24.
S.T.A.R. is an acronym for Smile, Take a deep breath, And Relax.
Emotional behavior is always looking for understanding.
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The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.
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Here’s&the&bunny&with&the&
ears&so&funny&
Here’s&the&hole&in&the&ground&
When&a&noise&she&hears&she&
picks&up&her&ears&
And&jumps&in&the&hole&in&the&
ground&

Here’s&the&Bunny&
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Georgie Porgie
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Gave his friend a big high fi ve!
With his friend he loved to play,
A gift of a smile he gave each day.

Connection is vital
Connections on the outside create neural 
connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
connections are the pathways that can lead us 
from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
   Metacognition, Goal achievement, Task initiation.
The prefrontal lobes are fully developed by age 24.
S.T.A.R. is an acronym for Smile, Take a deep breath, And Relax.
Emotional behavior is always looking for understanding.

www.ConsciousDiscipline.com     800-842-2846

Shubert Books:
An easy way to get started

• Rants and Raves:  Managing emotions

• Shubert is a STAR:  Self-regulation

• Shubert’s New Friend: Empathy

• Shubert Sees the Best: Bully prevention

• Shubert’s BIG Voice: Victim empowerment

• Shubert’s Choice: Empowerment and Self-

esteem

• Shubert’s Helpful Day:  Caring
163

The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
        The Seven Basic Skills of Discipline
        The Seven Powers of Self-Control
        Creating the School Family™

In Orlando, FL at the Hilton Walt Disney Resort.

Two Days to a Better Way 
Conscious Discipline® Workshops

Conscious Discipline® 1 
Summer Institute

by Dr. Becky A. Bailey
illustrated by James Hrkach

Call 1-800-842-2846 or visit 
www.ConsciousDiscipline.com

1-800-842-2846      www.ConsciousDiscipline.com       Becoming Brain Smart® Workshop 
Conscious Discipline® and Brain Smart® are registered trademarks of Loving Guidance
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)

1.800.842.2846 www.consciousdiscipline.com Page 1 of 1 

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement  and social play
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.
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Here’s&the&bunny&with&the&
ears&so&funny&
Here’s&the&hole&in&the&ground&
When&a&noise&she&hears&she&
picks&up&her&ears&
And&jumps&in&the&hole&in&the&
ground&

Here’s&the&Bunny&
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Georgie Porgie
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Gave his friend a big high fi ve!
With his friend he loved to play,
A gift of a smile he gave each day.

Connection is vital
Connections on the outside create neural 
connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
connections are the pathways that can lead us 
from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
   Metacognition, Goal achievement, Task initiation.
The prefrontal lobes are fully developed by age 24.
S.T.A.R. is an acronym for Smile, Take a deep breath, And Relax.
Emotional behavior is always looking for understanding.

www.ConsciousDiscipline.com     800-842-2846

Shubert Books:
An easy way to get started

• Rants and Raves:  Managing emotions

• Shubert is a STAR:  Self-regulation

• Shubert’s New Friend: Empathy

• Shubert Sees the Best: Bully prevention

• Shubert’s BIG Voice: Victim empowerment

• Shubert’s Choice: Empowerment and Self-

esteem

• Shubert’s Helpful Day:  Caring
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The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
        The Seven Basic Skills of Discipline
        The Seven Powers of Self-Control
        Creating the School Family™

In Orlando, FL at the Hilton Walt Disney Resort.

Two Days to a Better Way 
Conscious Discipline® Workshops

Conscious Discipline® 1 
Summer Institute

by Dr. Becky A. Bailey
illustrated by James Hrkach

Call 1-800-842-2846 or visit 
www.ConsciousDiscipline.com

1-800-842-2846      www.ConsciousDiscipline.com       Becoming Brain Smart® Workshop 
Conscious Discipline® and Brain Smart® are registered trademarks of Loving Guidance
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)
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Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement  and social play
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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50th Anniversary National Head Start Conference
March 29th - April 2, 2015

Washington, D.C.
Susan E. Dunn, Conscious Discipline Certified Instructor

(Material from Conscious Discipline® by Dr. Becky Bailey with permission)
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connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
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from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
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The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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50th Anniversary National Head Start Conference
March 29th - April 2, 2015

Washington, D.C.
Susan E. Dunn, Conscious Discipline Certified Instructor

(Material from Conscious Discipline® by Dr. Becky Bailey with permission)
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.
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Here’s&the&bunny&with&the&
ears&so&funny&
Here’s&the&hole&in&the&ground&
When&a&noise&she&hears&she&
picks&up&her&ears&
And&jumps&in&the&hole&in&the&
ground&

Here’s&the&Bunny&
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Georgie Porgie
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Gave his friend a big high fi ve!
With his friend he loved to play,
A gift of a smile he gave each day.

Connection is vital
Connections on the outside create neural 
connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
connections are the pathways that can lead us 
from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
   Metacognition, Goal achievement, Task initiation.
The prefrontal lobes are fully developed by age 24.
S.T.A.R. is an acronym for Smile, Take a deep breath, And Relax.
Emotional behavior is always looking for understanding.

www.ConsciousDiscipline.com     800-842-2846

Shubert Books:
An easy way to get started

• Rants and Raves:  Managing emotions

• Shubert is a STAR:  Self-regulation

• Shubert’s New Friend: Empathy

• Shubert Sees the Best: Bully prevention

• Shubert’s BIG Voice: Victim empowerment

• Shubert’s Choice: Empowerment and Self-

esteem

• Shubert’s Helpful Day:  Caring
163

The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
        The Seven Basic Skills of Discipline
        The Seven Powers of Self-Control
        Creating the School Family™

In Orlando, FL at the Hilton Walt Disney Resort.

Two Days to a Better Way 
Conscious Discipline® Workshops

Conscious Discipline® 1 
Summer Institute

by Dr. Becky A. Bailey
illustrated by James Hrkach

Call 1-800-842-2846 or visit 
www.ConsciousDiscipline.com
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The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
        The Seven Basic Skills of Discipline
        The Seven Powers of Self-Control
        Creating the School Family™

In Orlando, FL at the Hilton Walt Disney Resort.

Two Days to a Better Way 
Conscious Discipline® Workshops

Conscious Discipline® 1 
Summer Institute

by Dr. Becky A. Bailey
illustrated by James Hrkach

Call 1-800-842-2846 or visit 
www.ConsciousDiscipline.com
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)
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Baby Doll Circle Time®
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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Susan E. Dunn, Conscious Discipline Certified Instructor

(Material from Conscious Discipline® by Dr. Becky Bailey with permission)
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.
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Here’s&the&bunny&with&the&
ears&so&funny&
Here’s&the&hole&in&the&ground&
When&a&noise&she&hears&she&
picks&up&her&ears&
And&jumps&in&the&hole&in&the&
ground&

Here’s&the&Bunny&
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Georgie Porgie
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Gave his friend a big high fi ve!
With his friend he loved to play,
A gift of a smile he gave each day.

Connection is vital
Connections on the outside create neural 
connections on the inside. Corticolimbic 
connections are the pathways that can lead us 
from survival state meltdowns to integrated state 
solutions.  

When all three brain systems are connected and able to do their jobs, optimal learning occurs. As healthy 
routes are built and consistently reinforced, problem solving pathways are established and strengthened.

Now you know…
State dictates behavior.
Our perceptions will determine our response.
The brain is pattern seeking.
Connections on the outside build connections on the inside.
The optimal learning state is relaxed alertness.
The survival state/brain stem needs safety.
The emotional state/limbic system needs connection.
The integrated state/prefrontal lobes need problem solving in a social setting.
The executive skills represented by A TOP WIFE Makes Good Teachers are Attention, Time management, 
   Organization, Prioritization, Working memory, Impulse control, Flexibility, Empathy/emotional control, 
   Metacognition, Goal achievement, Task initiation.
The prefrontal lobes are fully developed by age 24.
S.T.A.R. is an acronym for Smile, Take a deep breath, And Relax.
Emotional behavior is always looking for understanding.

www.ConsciousDiscipline.com     800-842-2846

Shubert Books:
An easy way to get started

• Rants and Raves:  Managing emotions

• Shubert is a STAR:  Self-regulation

• Shubert’s New Friend: Empathy

• Shubert Sees the Best: Bully prevention

• Shubert’s BIG Voice: Victim empowerment

• Shubert’s Choice: Empowerment and Self-

esteem

• Shubert’s Helpful Day:  Caring
163

The more you know, the calmer you are. The calmer you are, the easier it is 
to teach the behavior that you want to see. – Dr. Becky Bailey

Join the excitement as Dr. Becky Bailey teaches 
immediate strategies to:
      Decrease problem behaviors
      Increase academic achievement
      Develop emotional intelligence

A transformative week-long experience with Dr. Becky 
Bailey that focuses on:
        The Seven Basic Skills of Discipline
        The Seven Powers of Self-Control
        Creating the School Family™

In Orlando, FL at the Hilton Walt Disney Resort.

Two Days to a Better Way 
Conscious Discipline® Workshops

Conscious Discipline® 1 
Summer Institute

by Dr. Becky A. Bailey
illustrated by James Hrkach

Call 1-800-842-2846 or visit 
www.ConsciousDiscipline.com

1-800-842-2846      www.ConsciousDiscipline.com       Becoming Brain Smart® Workshop 
Conscious Discipline® and Brain Smart® are registered trademarks of Loving Guidance
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Think of a possible alternative perception for this issue. How does that alter your 
feelings and behavior? What changes if you change your initial perception?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Four Brain Smart Principles that help change our states
1. The brain is pattern-seeking. When the pattern is found, predictability is 
enhanced and safety facilitated.  Visual routines create safety.
2. The best exercise for the brain is exercise. Exercise relieves depression, 
repairs a cognitive disorder like ADHD and enhances higher thinking skills.
3.  Connections on the outside build neural connections on the inside. 
I Love You Rituals create bonding by providing the necessary ingredients of eye 
contact, touch, and presence in a playful situation.
4. The brain functions optimally when we feel safe, both physically and 
psychologically. It requires that adults control their own upsets.

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a friend he loved to greet!
Treated him with kind respect,
And in the morning hugged his neck!

If you were to describe your optimal learning state in a few short words, what 
words would you use?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How would it feel?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What would be some visible signs that someone is in an optimal learning state?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

State dictates behavior. Change the state fi rst, behavior second.

I Love You Rituals 
(Book, Greeting Cards, Music CDs)

1.800.842.2846 www.consciousdiscipline.com Page 1 of 1 

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement  and social play
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.

GOAL - To enhance the quality of the relationship 
between caregivers and children by strengthening 
attachment, attunement, and social play via
 Baby Doll Circle Time® 

The first three years of life establish:
Mental model of self
Mental model for relationships
How we handle stress
Our ability to pay attention
Out motivation to achieve

REMEMBER:  The INTENT of Baby Doll Circle Time is
CONNECTION. Focus your intent on the relationship you 
are building by being totally present in the moment.

Baby Doll Circle Time®
strengthening attachment, attunement and social play 
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50th Anniversary National Head Start Conference
March 29th - April 2, 2015

Washington, D.C.
Susan E. Dunn, Conscious Discipline Certified Instructor

(Material from Conscious Discipline® by Dr. Becky Bailey with permission)
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Baby Doll Circle Time
Goals

 

Enhance attachment  

Increase self-regulation

Promote trust through joyful interactions 

Foster attunement skills in caregivers 

Baby Doll Circle Time™ is about creating and sustaining 
healthy bonds between children and caregivers.

Baby Doll Circle Time Structure

Step 1 Getting the Babies
Get your baby, get your baby, get your baby, time to play.

Step 2 Beginning-Spacial Positioning
My baby’s in my arms, 

My baby’s in my arms,

This is my baby, my baby’s in my arms.

Step 3 Middle Connections
All around the room I look,

Where is my baby?

I look behind my back and

BOO! Baby was hiding.

Step 4 Soothing Cuddle Time
My baby’s being rocked,

My baby’s being rocked,

This is my baby, my baby’s being rocked.

Step 5 Transition / Put the Babies Away
Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby,

Bye bye baby, we’ll play again some day.
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Here’s&the&bunny&with&the&
ears&so&funny&
Here’s&the&hole&in&the&ground&
When&a&noise&she&hears&she&
picks&up&her&ears&
And&jumps&in&the&hole&in&the&
ground&

Here’s&the&Bunny&
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